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ACOUSTIC WAVE CORRELATION OF ELEMENTARY
DEFORMATION EVENTS IN A LOW-STABILITY CRYSTAL
LATTICE OF FCC-METALS
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A discrete pattern of the low-frequency acoustic emission spectrum under conditions of high-temperature
plastic deformation of aluminum is analyzed. It is attributed to re-distribution of vibrational energy of the
primary acoustic signal over resonant vibrations of standing waves of the resonators. In a low-stability crystal
medium, standing-wave oscillations initiate elementary deformation displacements in a certain material
volume. The linear dimensions of this volume are related to the length of the standing wave, thus determining
the macroscopic scale of correlation. The correlated deformation displacements in turn generate acoustic
signals, whose interference results in the formation of a single acoustic signal of abnormally high amplitude. In
a low-stability state of the crystal lattice, activation of the elementary plastic shears could result from
a combined action of static forces, thermal fluctuations and dynamic forces of standing acoustic waves.
Keywords: low-stability state, correlation of deformation, acoustic emission.

INTRODUCTION
A large body of information has been accumulated by now, concerning a specific deformation behavior of
condensed systems in a low-stability state (e.g., [1–8]), in particular: localized strain [9], stepwise deformation effects
[10], high-temperature deformation jumps and high-amplitude acoustic signals [7]. An analysis of these data allows us
to treat acoustic emission as a factor of correlation of elementary deformation events in low-stability condensed systems
during plastic deformation, activating elementary plastic shears along with mechanical stresses and thermal fluctuations.
The phenomenon of acoustic emission, which accompanies a large number of processes, can no longer be perceived as
a passive acoustic effect.
Within the framework a model of acoustic autoemission, certain postulates have been formulated on its active
role in the processes of deformation and fracture of crystals [11]. According to the model [12], the presence of stepwise
deformation and discrete acoustic emission suggest a spatial-temporal ordering of defect motion in a crystal. In this
case, the crystal represents a self-oscillatory system, which is characterized by excitation of oscillations. The
macroscopic processes occur in a cooperative, self-consistent mode, favoring synchronization of oscillations and
excitation of quasi-periodic relaxation oscillations. Mode synchronization and self-synchronization is, in fact,
an interference of stress waves with different frequencies. These processes are underlain by a correlation of elementary
emitters in a non-equilibrium (active) medium, which result in the formation of short compressive and tensile pulses,
whose duration is the shorter, the larger the number of waves with differing frequencies involved in this interference
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[13]. This implies that fracture represents breaking of the most stressed bonds by not only thermal but also acoustic
fluctuations [13]. In this work we assume the concept of an active role of acoustic emission in the processes of plastic
deformation of a low-stability crystalline medium to be quite relevant. This would allow us to consistently interpret the
principal effects observed in the course of plastic flow. In particular, this concerns strain localization at the macroscopic
level and association of plastic shears not only with thermal fluctuations but also with localized acoustic vibrations.
The objective of this work is to perform a comparative analysis of acoustic emission and strain accumulation
during heating of FCC-metals under mechanical stresses.

LOW-STABILITY STATE AND ACOUSTIC FACTOR OF CORRELATION
A special state of crystal lattice, which is referred to as a low-stability state [1–8] and is related to the state of
an atomic ensemble in the field of mechanical stresses and thermal fluctuations, whose combined action allows
overcoming the potential barrier of breaking bonds [7, 14], shall be added with a factor associated with acoustic
emission.
Under the conditions of mechanical stresses and temperature [14, 15], the average waiting time for
an elementary bond rupture depends on the effective value of the potential barrier, which is overcome via thermal
fluctuations. The value of the barrier is decreased by the work of external forces, γσ, localized on a small atomic
ensemble, and thus can vary in a wide range. Here σ is the mechanical stress and γ is a certain parameter. The effective
activation threshold could therefore decrease down to zero, thus corresponding to a special state of the atomic ensemble
weakly stable to an external action (close to the over-the-barrier motion). Plastic flow in this state of the crystal lattice is
associated with local low stability (or stability loss) with respect to a shear acting in the stress-concentrator zone [7],
where the dislocation segment motion occurs in an over-the-barrier athermic manner.
Localization of low-stability (or unstable) state of crystal structure during plastic deformation is generally
associated with self-organization of dislocations, which results in the formation of slip lines and bands [16, 17]. Note
that acoustic emission accompanying structure evolution indicates low-stability (or instability) and elementary
processes in the atomic subsystem under external forcing [18].
The above considerations suggest that the macroscopic volume of potential acoustic-emission sources would
also [12, 13] get synchronized (or correlated) by an ensemble of emitters. It is evident that such synchronization could
be achieved using wave propagation as follows. An acoustic emission signal produced during the formation of a single
strain band propagates as a wave packet, within which the oscillation phase controls the direction (specifically, sign) of
displacement of atoms from their equilibrium positions. Naturally, these displacements overlap with static atomic
displacements due to a static stress field.
A special mention should be made that a local low-stability state of the crystal lattice is a decisive factor in the
wave synchronization of a system of elementary deformation events. Under this condition, an oscillatory shift of
an acoustic wave is sufficient to activate dislocation slip, which is in fact over-the-barrier, athermic sliding.
This implies that in the expression for the bond-rupture waiting time [7, 14], in addition to the static-force work
function U0, we have to include the dynamic-force work function Ud as follows:
τ(σ, T) = τ exp[(U0 – γσ – Ud)/kT],
where σ is the mechanical stress, γ is a certain parameter, and γσ is the external-force work function.
Thus, the effective activation threshold is decreased due to thermal fluctuations and work of the static and
dynamic forces of the acoustic wave localized on the structural element. The dynamic-force work of the acoustic pulse
exerts a perturbing action on the ensemble of slip systems, whose activation would depend on the oscillation phase in
the wave packet.
In the case of a high-temperature deformation of FCC-metals, there were two scenarios of strain accumulation:
monotonous and stepwise. It should be noted that the stepwise deformations (jumps) represent macroscopic deformation
events followed by high-amplitude acoustic emission signals [7]. It follows that under thermomechanical conditions, the
loss of crystal-lattice stability at the macroscopic scale is manifested as deformation jumps and high-amplitude acoustic
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F
Fig. 1. Squaredd acoustic signnal amplitude vversus strain rate of aluminuum within a steepwise
ddeformation sttage. A linear aapproximationn of the curve w
was performedd with the correelation
ccoefficient 0.9.
F
Fig. 2. Activaation volume of an elemenntary deformattion event versus temperatuure of
a thermomechaanical cycle.

mation of a strrain band by a large
emission signaals. An elemenntary deformaation event at hhigh temperatuure is the form
nnumber of disllocations outcrropping onto a free or grain-bboundary surface [18, 19].
An ennsemble of disslocations form
ming the strainn band can reppresent a dynam
mic system [20], whose colllective
bbehavior is rellated to cohereent sliding of llarge dislocatioon groups. An analysis of thhe deformationn jumps in alum
minum
(and copper) (Fig. 1) has dem
monstrated thaat the acoustic emission poweer W during formation of a sttrain band is directly
d
pproportional too the strain ratee (dε/dt) [7, 20].
Thus, it is the outcrropping of a ddislocation enssemble represeenting a system
m of elementaary coherent em
mitters
onto the surfacce, which form
ms an acoustic signal. The am
mplitude of thiss signal is the hhigher, the higgher the rate off strain
accumulation. As the deform
mation temperatture is increaseed, the strain bbands become llarger in size [221], which corrrelates
w
with the increaased activationn volume analyzed in Fig. 2.
The m
macroscopic vaalue of the defformation jum
mp in the experriments perforrmed is suggesstive of the facct that
m
more than onee strain band paarticipates in thhis event. In otther words, thee correlation efffect in the couurse of a deform
mation
jjump would iinvolve a system of strain bbands at the m
macroscopic sscale, with thee acoustic signnal amplitude being
a measure of ccorrelation.

SPECTRAL D
DENSITY OF
F ACOUSTIC
C EMISSION S
SIGNALS
A speectral analysis of
o the oscillatoory process hass been perform
med with the innitial signal sam
mpling rate 10
0 mHz.
The resulting spectrum of thhe oscillatory pprocesses in a specimen – w
waveguide systtem suggests thhat resonant sp
pectral
density peaks form even without any acooustic emissionn source. Figuure 3 shows thhat the acousttic spectrum in
n such
a system is gennerally charactterized by a sinngle peak at thhe frequency 355.7 kHz and a low-frequencyy, broadband sppectral
density backgrround.
An annalysis of the acoustic
a
noise of a specimenn – waveguide system demonnstrates that thhe spectral dennsity in
tthe absence off acoustic emission signals beears a discrete character. Thiss suggests thatt the specimen – waveguide system
s
rrepresents a rresonant systeem consisting of a numberr of resonatorrs distributingg the oscillatoory energy of noise
pperturbation ovver spectral rannges in the forrm of standing longitudinal an
and transverse w
waves. Moreovver, an acoustic field
iis formed in thhe specimen – waveguide
w
sysstem for any coonfiguration off the latter, whiich represents a system of ressonant
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Fig. 3. Specttral density of a specimen – w
waveguide systtem.

F
Fig. 4. Acoustiic emission (a)) and strain acccumulation (b) during heatingg of aluminum
m under
m
mechanical loaading at 39 M
MPa: temperaturre during heatiing (curve 1) aand monotonouus and
sstepwise strainn accumulationn (curve 2).

vvibrations in thhe form of an ensemble of sstanding longituudinal and trannsverse waves, wherein the ooscillatory eneergy of
tthe noise is conncentrated.
Let uss analyze the experimental ddata on acousttic-emission m
monitoring andd strain accumuulation in alum
minum
w
within the heeating temperaature interval from room temperature too 600°С at thhe load 39 M
MPa (Fig. 4). Strain
accumulation occurred in tw
wo stages: up too the temperatture 500°С its character was monotonous ((region 1 in Fig. 4b),
above 500°С – strain accum
mulation occurrred in a stepw
wise fashion ass a sequence oof macroscopicc deformation events
alternating witth sections of monotonous strain accumulaation (region 2 in Fig. 4b). C
Comparing Figgs. 4a and b, we
w can
rreadily notice a cardinal chaange in the acoustic emissioon character inn the transitionn from the tem
mperature regioon 1 to
rregion 2. Natuurally, two typpes of acousticc emission spectra corresponnd to this strainn accumulation character (F
Fig. 5).
F
Figure 5a presents the specctrum of acousstic emission ssignals characcteristic of monnotonous straiin accumulatio
on and
m
monotonous accoustic emissioon. The spectraal density of siignals in the sppecimen – wavveguide system
m represents a system
s
of discrete linees distributed in the low-freqquency range. Note that it apppreciably diff
ffers from the sspectrum of ceeramic
nnoise and that of the amplifyying stage of thhe recording syystem, whose sspectral densityy represents a gradually incrreasing
function with a maximum att about 11 kH
Hz. The spectraal density of thhe acoustic em
mission signals for the monottonous
stage of strainn accumulatioon is representted by three sspectral lines below 60 kH
Hz and the preesence of a weakly
w
ppronounced reegion near 90 kHz.
k
On the othher hand, the sppectral densityy of acoustic em
mission signalss within the steepwise
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TABL
LE 1. Parameteers of Acoustic Resonators off a Specimen – Waveguide Syystem for Regiion 2
Resonnator Frequenncy, L, mm, (P
P-wave), k = 1, L, mm, (S-w
wave), k = 1,
num
mber
Hz
V = 6420 m/s
V = 30040 m/s
1
357000
89.9
422.6
2
415000
77.3
366.6
3
445000
72.1
344.2
4
458000
70.1
333.2
5
479000
67.0
311.7
6
494000
65.0
300.8
7
540000
59.4
288.1
8
674000
47.6
222.6
9
860000
37.3
177.7
100
885000
36.3
177.2

L, mm, (S-waave), k = 1,
V = 2530 m/s
35.44
30.55
28.44
27.66
26.44
25.66
23.44
18.8
14.77
14.33

Fig. 5. Acoustic-emiission frequenccy spectrum inn the specimen – waveguide ssystem for the m
monotonous
(a) andd stepwise (b) cases of strainn accumulationn.

rregion is charaacterized by a considerably m
more complicaated spectral paattern: there are new well-ressolved spectrall lines,
iincluding a few
w at 90 kHz. Table 1 lists tthe measured aand calculated parameters off the resonatorrs of the specimen –
w
waveguide sysstem for the enntire collectionn of spectral liines, which chharacterize the process of strrain accumulattion in
aluminum. The geometrical parameters off the resonatorss were calculatted from the sttanding wave rrelation 2L = kλ
k (λ –
w
wavelength). Of special siggnificance in the specimen – waveguide system is thhe resonator coorresponding to the
specimen reprresenting a 300 mm waveguiide section. It is manufactuured as a stresss concentratorr on which strrain is
llocalized. The data presentedd in Table 1 suuggest that witthin the longituudinal range, tthe resonator ccorresponding to this
section appearrs to form staanding waves at the frequenncies 67.4, 86 and 88.5 kH
Hz. A most proobable excitattion of
ttransverse stannding waves inn this resonatorr would be in thhe fundamentaal mode.
The ddiscrete characcter of spectrral density sugggests that thhe specimen – waveguide ssystem under study
rrepresents a reesonant configguration consissting of a few resonators. Thhey distribute the oscillatoryy energy of bo
oth the
acoustic noisee and primary acoustic emittters over the sspectral rangess in the form of standing P-- and S-wavess. This
iimplies that the acoustic specctra in questionn represent a seecondary effecct with respect to the primaryy acoustic signaal. The
source of acouustic emissionn is outcroppinng of an ensem
mble of disloccations of a sinngle slip-systeem onto the suurface,
w
which form onne strain band [16].
[
The sppectral densityy of acoustic em
mission signalss in the coursee of monotonouus strain accum
mulation is presented
as three resonaant peaks. Durring stepwise sstrain accumulaation, there is a well-resolvedd spectral-denssity maximum
m at the
frequency aboout 90 kHz, which
w
characteerizes standingg-wave formattion in the reegion of strainn localization. It is
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noteworthy that the spectral density from the region undergoing deformation is quite high for a stable standing wave to
form. Thus, in the stepwise stage of strain accumulation, considerable energy of standing-wave oscillations is stored in
the resonator representing a strain-localization region.

ACOUSTIC WAVE FACTOR OF SELF-ORGANIZATION OF ELEMENTARY DEFORMATION EVENTS
The concept of low stability of crystal lattice implies that the crystal system in this state is an active medium
[13, 22]. In other words, during plastic flow the crystal lattice represents an oscillatory system excited in a standingwave mode. Activation of an elementary deformation event results both from thermal fluctuations [7, 14] and acoustic
vibrations [8]. Since a standing wave has a macroscopic nature, the elementary deformation events are activated at the
macroscopic level. This occurs in a certain collection of slip planes favourably oriented with respect to the oscillatory
displacements of the standing wave. Under low-stability condition, these oscillatory displacements activate unit shears
in the crystal lattice, which represent a correlated macroscopic ensemble of elementary deformation events building
a macroscopic deformation jump. A standing acoustic wave thus determines the macroscopic scale of correlation of
elementary strain-induced shears. On the other hand, it naturally controls the region of strain localization, which could
be presented, according to [23], as an area of a high concentration of acoustic-emission sources. The ensemble of
correlated elementary deformation events it its turn forms a single acoustic signal resulting from the interference of
a certain number of unit acoustic signals satisfying the coherence condition. As a result, the system appears to be rigidly
synchronized both with respect to elementary deformation events and generated acoustic signals.

SUMMARY
Activation of elementary plastic shears in the case of low crystal-lattice stability can occur via a combined
action of static forces, thermal fluctuations and dynamic forces of standing acoustic waves.
An analysis of the low-frequency acoustic emission spectrum in the mode of high-temperature plastic
deformation of aluminum has shown that its discrete pattern is attributed to re-distribution of the oscillatory energy of
the primary acoustic signal over the resonant vibrations of standing acoustic waves of the resonators. In a low-stability
medium, oscillations of a standing wave activate elementary deformation shears in a certain volume, whose size is
related to the length of the standing-wave determining the scale of macroscopic correlation. The correlated deformation
shears generate acoustic signals, whose interference results in a single acoustic signal of anomalously high amplitude.
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